Functional. Intelligent. Dignified.

Bedside cabinets
Nursing care

Bedside cabinets and serving trays
For sick people in need of nursing care, it is important to have their own private space
just for themselves – to store personal belongings and have essential things close at hand.
wissner-bosserhoff's bedside cabinets reliably satisfy this need. Furthermore, they support
the patients and the nursing staff in numerous activities, such as eating or reading.
The easy access from the bed helps with effective fall prevention. wissner-bosserhoff
bedside cabinets are a well-matched complement for nursing home beds, and fulfill
highest demands in optical and functional design.

The portfolio
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Your advantages
Functionality and design at a glance
The wissner-bosserhoff stylo bedside cabinet series combines a homely design with innovative functions and therefore it is
possible to manufacture practice-oriented product versions. Thanks to a unique mechanism, the serving tray can be easily
mounted on both sides of the bedside cabinet without tools – a flexible and economic solution.
The use of drawers instead of doors on bedside table models facilitates access from the bed. Special models provide
optimal access to the bedside cabinet even for low-maintenance beds. The drawers can be removed without tools and
are therefore very easy to clean.

The design

is closed on three sides2),

so it is impossible to push the

Top plate with

rounded edges 2)

drawers through to the wall

Locking mechanism
of the pulled-out
tray

Aluminum handles1):

The soft closing drawers are a standard

The 5th castor, which is attached to the

The overbed table is attached to the side

feature1) that minimize noise and the danger

mechanism, and the compact design ensure

and can be easily swung out with one hand,

of entrapment.

an exceptional stability and load bearing

so that the nurse does not have to put the

capacity of up to 20 kg of the over-bed tabletop.

eating tray down.

Design feature

and guarantee for

Adapter 2) to easily

ergonomic handling

change the side of
the overbed table
top without tools
(left/right)

Additional comfort

for patients and staff

with soft closing drawers 1)
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The aluminum handles 1) give the vivo and vitalia

The models with refrigerator have

The pull-out tray can be safely locked into

bedside cabinet series their unique design and

a spacious capacity of 35 l and are

place when it is pulled out. It is impossible

enable ergonomic access from the bed.

suitable for large bottles.

to unintentionally push the pull-out tray in.
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1

not for bedside cabinets series vt | 2 not for vt4
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vivo
Design meets functionality
The vivo bedside cabinet series create a cozy and peaceful atmosphere. The rounded
top board and the smooth rounded profiles add to the elegant and modern appearance.
Low bedside cabinets, integrated overbed table mechanisms, optional pull-out trays and
models with a refrigerator leave nothing to be desired.
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vivo 1

vivo 1-t

vivo 2

vivo 2-t

vivo 2-k

vivo 3

vivo 3-t

vivo 3-k
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vitalia
Robust design with clear lines
The vitalia bedside cabinet series stands out due to its decorative details, such as the
rounded top board, the high-quality, wide side panel and ergonomically shaped aluminum
handles. As an option, the bedside cabinets can be equipped with full-length handles,
which make access to the drawers even easier for the resident.
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vitalia 1

vitalia 1-t

vitalia 2

vitalia 2-t

vitalia 2-k

vitalia 3

vitalia 3-t

vitalia 3-k
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vt
A tried and tested classic
The vt bedside cabinet series is the budget-friendly basic model in the portfolio of
wissner-bosserhoff bedside cabinets. The tried-and-tested details of the vt models
are quite impressive. Stable steel frames, high-quality ABS edges on all components
of the bedside cabinet, as well as the rounded top board* give the bedside cabinet
its unmistakable character.
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vt 1

vt 1-t

vt 2

vt 2-t

vt 3

vt 3-t
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vt 4

*Not for model vt4
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Swiveling on both sides

stylo

Additional operating convenience

of the tabelt by 30° and 60°

for patient and nursing staff due
to soft retracts

For the highest hygiene requirements
The stylo bedside table series combines a homely furniture design with innovative
functions. The surfaces used allow for easy and thorough cleaning of the bedside tables
to ensure the highest hygiene standards. Robust drawers with integrated bottle holders
keep things tidy. Full-length handles guarantee easy accessibility even from the bed.

The height adjustment allows
an optimal positioning

Easy and tool-free side change
of the bed table top (left/right)
Exceptional stability and tilt

resistance thanks to 5th castor

and compact design

The compact design and the separate

Robust drawers with integrated bottle holder

The design of the LE variant enables

5th castor in the version with dining tray

keep things tidy. Throughhandles* guarantee

double-sided use thanks to slide-

support fall prevention thanks to their

easy accessibility accessibility even from the

through drawers.

exceptional stability and tilt resistance.

bed.

Very spacious refrigerator
with 35 liters capacity

Higher product features provide
further storage space and an

additional intermediate compartment

The light version (LE)
of the stylo series has
narrower outer dimensions,
which simplifies the handling
of the bedside table.
The bedside table top
is fixed, but still usable
on both sides.

stylo 3-LE
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Illustrations may differ from the delivered product.

stylo 4

stylo 5
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stylo 2-k
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stylo 3-k

stylo 4-k

stylo 5-k

*Not with stylo 3-LE
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Serving tray
Flexible mobility
The serving tray is extremely mobile, making it a practical aid in daily nursing care.
It can be pushed up to the bedside cabinet, the bed or armchair, transport chair
and wheelchair as needed. It is mainly used as a table replacement. The practical
one-handed operation is also a very useful feature.

stylo s3
The overbed table is height adjustable and can
be tilted. It also has the flexibility to be adjusted
for different purposes such as when eating, or
to provide support for activities such as reading.
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stylo s4

stylo s4-t

The larger overbed table also increases the

The lateral tilting function is a comfortable

comfort for patients who cannot leave the bed.

reading or eating support for the resident.

Thanks to the fixed over-bed tabletop, the s4

Drinks can be put down on a fixed shelf space

serving tray is extremely stable.

while the over-bed tabletop is tilted.
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Range summary
Bedside carbinets

Bedside carbinets

vivo 1
Model no.:
Dimensions WxHxD (cm)

Model no.:
Dimensions WxHxD (cm)
Height-adjustable
over-bed tabletop
Over-bed tabletop can
be used on both sides

vivo 2

vivo 2-t

vivo 2-k

vivo 3

10-0748

10-0749

10-0742

10-0744

10-0838

10-0743

53 x 64 x 47

53 x 70 x 47

53 x 78 x 47

53 x 78 x 47

57 x 81 x 63

68 x 78 x 47

vitalia 1

vitalia 1-t

vitalia 2

vitalia 2-t

vitalia 2-k

vitalia 3

10-0756

10-0757

10-0750

10-0752

10-0836

10-0751

55 x 64 x 47

55 x 70 x 47

55 x 78 x 47

55 x 78 x 47

59 x 81 x 61

70 x 78 x 47

–

–

–

–

–

✓

–

–

❍

❍

❍

✓

vivo 3-t
Model no.:
Dimensions WxHxD (cm)

Model no.:
Dimensions WxHxD (cm)
Height-adjustable
over-bed tabletop
Over-bed tabletop can
be used on both sides

vivo 3-k

10-0745

10-0839

68 x 78 x 47

72 x 81 x 60

vitalia 3-t

vitalia 3-k

vt 1

vt 1-t

vt 2

vt 2-t

10-0753

10-0755

10-0774

10-0784

10-0775

10-0782

70 x 78 x 47

74 x 81 x 57

51 x 64 x 47

51 x 70 x 47

51 x 78 x 47

51 x 78 x 47

✓

✓

–

-

–

-

✓

✓

–

–

❍

❍

Number of drawers

2

2

2

2

1

2

Number of drawers

2

1

2

2

2

2

Pull-out tray

–

✓

–

✓

–

–

Pull-out tray

✓

–

–

✓

–

✓

Soft closing

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Soft closing

✓

✓

–

–

–

–

Integrated refrigerator

–

–

–

–

✓

–

Integrated refrigerator

–

✓

–

–

–

–

✓

–

–

–

✓

✓

stylo 5

stylo 5-k

vt 3

vt 3-t

vt 4

Open
middle compartment

Model no.:
Dimensions WxHxD (cm)
Height-adjustable
over-bed tabletop
Over-bed tabletop can
be used on both sides
Number of drawers

–

–

✓

✓

–

✓

stylo 2-LE

stylo 2-k

stylo 3-LE

stylo 3-k

stylo 4

stylo 4-k

Open
middle compartment

20-0655

10-0906

20-0645

10-0907

10-0688

10-0908

46 x 84 x 47

52 x 83 x 50

60 x 84 x 47

68 x 83 x 50

52 x 93 x 47

52 x 93 x 50

Model no.:

–

–

✓

✓

–

–

–

–

✓

✓

–

–

1 or 2 optional

1

1 or 2 optional

1

2

1

Number of drawers

Dimensions WxHxD (cm)
Height-adjustable
over-bed tabletop
Over-bed tabletop can
be used on both sides

10-0689

10-0909

10-0776

10-0783

10-0484

68 x 93 x 47

68 x 93 x 50

66 x 78 x 47

66 x 78 x 47

53 x 88 x 46

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

–

2

1

2

2

1 + door

Pull-out tray

–

–

–

–

–

–

Pull-out tray

–

–

–

✓

–

Soft closing

–

❍

–

❍

❍

❍

Soft closing

❍

❍

–

–

–

Integrated refrigerator

–

✓

–

✓

–

✓

Integrated refrigerator

–

✓

–

–

–

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Open
middle compartment
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vivo 1-t

✓

–

✓

–

✓

✓
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Open
middle compartment
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– not available

❍ optional selectable

✓ available in standard
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Range summary

Colors | Wood decors*

Serving tray

stylo s3

stylo s3-t

stylo s4

stylo s4-t

10-0273

10-0400

10-0589

10-0584

83 x 76 - 108 x 43

95 x 76 - 108 x 43

87 x 73-103 x 42

87 x 73 - 103 x 42

Over-bed tabletop can be folded down

✓

✓

–

–

Rotatable Over-bed tabletop

✓

✓

–

✓

Fixed tray

–

✓

–

✓

Model no.:
Dimensions WxHxD (cm)

Crystal white (U11026)

Magnolia (U11509)

Norway maple (R27044)

Lindberg Oak (R20021)

Nordic Teak (R50094)

Italian Oak (R20286)

Salisbury Elm natural (R37016)

Havana Cherry (R42006)

Altmühl beech (R24006)

Steamed Beech (R24034)

Okapi Walnut (R30135)

Options | Accessories
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Attachment for mechanical parts

Two drawers

Feet instead of castors

Long handle Griffleiste

2-color combination options

Lock

Bottle holder

Accessory holder

Drawer insert

Nordic Teak | Italian Oak
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Norway maple
Salisbury Elm natura

Havana Cherry
Okapi Walnut

* Some decors available at extra cost | We recommend using an original sample for final color selection.
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